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A Letter From Your Chairs

Dear Delegates:

I’m Dylan and I can’t wait to chair your committee at VIMUN. I am a sixteen year old

from the United Kingdom. I have debated around the world and I'm hugely passionate about

politics and international relations.

I am particularly excited to chair a historical committee because of the new possibilities it

opens up. This gives us the chance to see completely changed dynamics and a whole new

geopolitical landscape. In this committee, I am particularly hoping to see interesting and nuanced

directives with a creative use of portfolio powers to achieve the best possible goal for your

assignment. I am sure your boundless enthusiasm and experience will help produce an extremely

fruitful weekend of debate.

It would be remiss of me at this point to extend a massive thanks to all the people who

have worked so hard to make this committee possible. As I am sure you all know, VIMUN has a

wonderful Secretariat and it was an honour to be picked to chair at this conference and I will

work extremely hard to give you the best possible experience. I would also like to thank Marie

Adele,  (my amazing crisis director) for all the help she has already given me in preparing for

this committee.

Finally, I wanted to say how much I look forward to having you at VIMUN. I am

confident that somewhere in our midst will lie a leader of tomorrow, and I can’t wait to see you

all soon!

Yours Faithfully,

Dylan Winward

Chair of the Russian Revolution Continuous Crisis Committee
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Hello Delegates,

We are so excited to work with you during this Model United Nations Russian

Revolution crisis committee. We can’t wait to hear the enthusiastic and competent debate on

these topics. The topic which was decided is complex and there are a variety of different

viewpoints that can be approached in a variety of different ways. While it is very complex I have

confidence that you can successfully complete this difficult task. We look forward to helping you

through this process and we hope if you need anything from use you should reach out. We look

forward to seeing your fervent diplomacy and careful writing in the process.

Good luck with your research! Reach out if you need anything, my email is

marieadelegrosso@gmail.com.

Sincerely,

Marie Adele Grosso

Crisis Director of the Russian Revolution Continuous Crisis Committee
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Theory on Society

The story that brings us to these fateful November days in 1917 starts not days, months,

or years earlier, but decades, with German Karl Marx. His groundbreaking works on

socioeconomic theory, Das Kapital and The Communist Manifesto provide the framework for

what become some of the most pivotal events of the 20th century. To understand the reasons

behind the events related below, we must unpack the profound content and impact of Marx’s

theories.

He establishes himself as a revolutionary against capitalism, starting with his Labor

Theory of Value, which claims that the value of a product is relative to the amount of labor

required to produce it. For instance, let’s examine two hypothetical blacksmiths who make

horseshoes. If blacksmith A creates horseshoes that are tailored to each horse and the blacksmith

takes measurements of the hooves to ensure best fit, according to Marx, the value of his

horseshoes will be higher than blacksmith B who uses the same mold for his products and spends

a fraction of the time working on the same. Marx’s empowerment of labor and the worker

applies not only to the costs of goods and services, but to how he thought economies should

function.

While capitalists believed that a free market economy would ultimately protect the

consumer through competition between firms, Marx observed the resulting monopolies that

dominated and controlled markets, at the cost of the consumer. Marx believed that in any

capitalist society, there existed a fundamental disparity between laborer and employer, and that

the employer would exploit the laborer to seek financial gain. In The Communist Manifesto,

Marx argues that “Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps,

into two great classes directly facing each other — Bourgeoisie and Proletariat.” The1

bourgeoisie, in Marx’s eyes, is the class in control of the wealth and the means of production,

while the proletariat are the workers, serfs, and peasants. The divide between these two distinct

groups becomes the driving force behind many anti-capitalist movements throughout the world,

especially in Russia.

1 Engels and Marx, The Communist Manifesto
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Marx, again, believed in the power of the proletariat and that the bourgeoisie

dehumanized the populace. Total equality in society was his goal. Class hierarchy and state

would not exist, and the world would have common ownership of all resources. His views,

though radical for both 170 years ago and now, defined the twentieth century following the First

World War, which we will briefly examine next.

The First World War

Before we examine the events of the greatest conflict of the time, we must take a step

back and observe the world in years leading up to it. As is learned in many history classes, World

War I has four primary causes: militarism, alliances, imperialism, and nationalism. Many nations,

especially in Europe, were increasing the size of their armies and navies, and with an increase in

technology in weaponry, it was apparent that the outbreak of war would be much bloodier than

before. Germany and Great Britain were locked in an arms race, and the glorification of the

military began to influence foreign policies. Alliances formed prior to 1914 turned what could

have been limited to a bilateral conflict into a global war. Imperial sentiments from European

nations that lead to the exploitation of natural and human resources of indigenous populations

gave way to attempts by Europe to increase military prestige throughout the world, and

competition between them arose. Nationalist sentiments also played a large role in the war as the

Balkan region of Austria-Hungary desired independence and the formation of a panslavic state.

These four culminated in the cataclysmic event that rocked the world for decades: the

assassination of Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz Ferdinand by Serbian Gavrilo Princep.

Russia, being allied with Serbia, joined forces with the Slavic nation after

Austria-Hungary declared war, and the many alliances in Europe led to a divided continent.

France, Great Britain, Belgium, Serbia, and Russia (and later the United States) formed the

allies. France, Great Britain, and Russia formed the Triple Entente and were the basis for the

Allied powers. The central powers consisted of Germany, Austria-Hungary, and the Ottoman

Empire. The stage was set for a conflict that would bring about destruction to the Russian

Empire and plunge her into civil war.
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Russian Infrastructure

Although Russia is lending a helping hand to Serbia in the war, she is not faring well

internally. Since the 1905 Russo-Japanese War, Russian infrastructure had been in shambles, and

strikes and riots ensued. To stop soldiers from getting drunk during the Russo-Japanese War,

Czar Nicholas II banned the sale of alcohol. Because of this, no tax was brought in on the

ever-valuable commodity in Russia, and the government was unable to fund the effort. Russia

was ill-prepared in entering the bloodiest war of her time.

Russia’s contribution to the War was that of manpower, specifically their deaths -

between 1914 and 1916, over two million Russian soldiers were killed and more than twice that

went missing. Soldiers were ill-trained and served under poor leadership. Although many

initially supported the war effort, public opinion was beginning to contradict that of Nicholas II

due to an overwhelming number of losses. In 1915, to reinstate confidence in the hearts and

minds of Russian citizens of the military’s competence, Nicholas himself took over command.

The repercussions of these actions are profound. Apart from Nicholas being an incompetent

military strategist, the monarchy was now fully supporting involvement in the conflict, despite

the will of the people. He also left his wife, Czarina Alexandra, in power while in battle.

Turnovers

To this, Russia’s citizens were furious. Not only was Nicholas contributing to the

unpopular war, but he left his wife, an inept ruler and a German, as his interim. The massive

protests in response became known as the February Revolution (which occurred in March

following the Gregorian calendar). Workers, teachers, and students all began to strike in

Petrograd, then-capital of the Russian Empire and present day St. Petersburg. After less than two

years at war, Nicholas took back the throne from his wife to ease the brewing tensions. You may

be wondering, if no real change occurred, why did we call it a revolution? On 15th March, no
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more than two weeks after regaining power, Nicholas II abdicated the throne at the urging of the

Duma , thus ending the Romanov Dynasty.2

The inevitable power vacuum was filled by Georgy Lvov, who served as the first Prime

Minister of the newly established Provisional Government. Lvov supported the war effort, seen

in the note from Minister of Foreign Affairs Pavel Milyukov, promising to the allies continued

support to the war’s “glorious conclusion.” This made his rule unpopular among the newly3

“elected” members of the Russian Assembly. Strife between political parties quickly showed the

ineffectuality of the Provisional Government, which fell under the influence of the

ever-authority-gaining Petrograd Soviet led by Leon Trotsky. Thus began the era of Dual

Authority in the Russian Empire. The Petrograd Soviet was a council of representatives of

laborers and soldiers in the capital that held radical socialist views, akin to that proposed by Karl

Marx. Dual Authority, as it was first proposed, however, did not long stay. Petrograd Soviet’s

Order No. 1 dictated that the Russian military be under control of the Soviet rather than the

Provisional Government, effectively dismantling any phantom of its power.

Milyukov’s aforementioned controversial communique sparked protests and counter

protests that led to the resignation of both Milyukov and the Minister of War, Alexander Guchov.

To fill the voids in his cabinet, Lvov decided to try to keep his power by negotiating with the

Petrograd Soviet. A month after the signing of Order No. 1, the Provisional Government and the

Soviet came to an agreement where one could sense the idea of Dual Authority. Six ministers of

Lvov’s cabinet were socialist, and the government strongly reflected the growing Bolshevik4

sentiments in the region.

During this time, one man holds responsibility for the growing socialist sentiment- a man

who took words on an 1848 essay on economic theory and for the first time, put it into practice.

Vladimir Lenin led the preaching of Bolshevik ideals in Petrograd and the surrounding areas. He

emphasized the need for the Soviet to maintain power in Russia, becoming one of the most

influential advocates for reform of his time. The Bolsheviks were increasingly popular among

soviets and gained notoriety for their calls for a violent revolution.

4 Bolshevik (or Bolshevist) means ‘majority’ in English
3 Milyukov, Pavel
2 The Duma refers to the Russian legislative body established after the 1905 revolution.
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Lenin had previously been exiled from Czarist Russia for calling for the same violent

reforms he did in April of 1917. As a military strategy, Germany smuggled Lenin back into

Russia to further destabilize her, and quite effectively so. Lenin’s fiery rhetoric aided in

persuading the proletariat of two primary premises: 1) that Soviets would be politically

empowered and have total and final say in the government and 2) that peasants would be granted

farm land and factory workers given fair wages and conditions. This appealed to many of the

laborers all over Russia, and in July, Lenin organized a mass protest against the Provisional

Government in what is known as July Days. The four-day protest, which brought approximately

a half million rioters to Petrograd, was quickly quelled, and Lenin was forced to go into hiding.

The protests, however, catalyzed reform within the Provisional Government. Aleksander

Kerensky became the new Prime Minister, and his cabinet comprised primarily socialist

revolutionaries after many bourgeoisie ministers resigned, lending the Russian government to

even more leftist influence.

On August the 27th, 1917, General Lavr Kornilov, Commander of the Russian Army,

marched on Petrograd. Kerensky, without strong enough forces to push back the invaders, asked

for aid from the Petrograd Soviet, whose Bolshevik revolutionaries curbed the overtake of the

city, following these events, Bolshevik membership skyrocketed. After months of turmoil came a

few months of peace, before Vladimir Lenin returned.

October Revolution

Vladimir Lenin’s return from hiding quickly led to the turning point of Russian history:

the October Revolution (which occurred in November following the present day calendar). The

Bolshevik Central Committee, on October 23, voted 10-2 on a resolution stating that “an armed

uprising is inevitable, and the time for it is fully ripe. ” Created thereafter was the5

Military-Revolutionary Committee headed by Leon Trotksy, whose plans to capture Petrograd

were so loosely concealed, Kerensky was aware of what was to come. Some of the preparations

as well as calls to action were published in Rabochiy put (Worker’s path), a Bolshevik

newspaper. On November 6th, Kerensky loyalists raided the publication house, to which the

5 Central Committee Meeting - 10 October, 1917
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Military-Revolutionary Committee issued a condemnation. Bolsheviks and revolutionaries

staged a coup d’etat against Kerensky and the provisional government, seizing all of Petrograd

with minimal deaths. The provisional government raised all but one of the drawbridges in

Petrograd to minimize the number of entries into the city, but the efforts came to no fruition.

These revolutionaries occupied government buildings, strategic infrastructure, and telegraph

stations. Kerensky was forced to flee after a futile counter-attack movement was quickly

suppressed.

The next day, revolutionaries lay siege on the Winter Palace, capturing and imprisoning

Kerensky’s cabinet and dismissing all previous members of the Congress. Now it is November

8th, the nearly bloodless revolution has run its course, and it is time for the new Soviets to

create a new form of government and keep their control over the largest country in the

world.

Current Situation

Delegates, it is your job to ensure that you maintain your power in the new Russian

government and that the Soviet government maintains power in the region. Many groups, people,

and events may come into play and complicate your situations. The new government under

Vladimir Lenin must keep stability in the new Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic

(RSFSR).

Mensheviks

The Mensheviks were Soviet revolutionaries who, like the Bolsheviks, opposed Tsarist6

Russia as well as the provisional government; however, the Mensheviks and Bolsheviks, sworn

enemies, were in constant contention for power. In terms of policy, Mensheviks were more

moderate and sympathetic to Socialist Revolutionaries, but the radical Bolsheviks encouraged

more violent insurrection. Now that the Bolsheviks have power in the Soviet, Mensheviks are

6 Menshevik in English means “minority,” and the Mensheviks were formed in 1903 by Julius Martov after a schism
within the Russian socialist movement that also created the Bolsheviks (majority).
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waiting for any opportunity to seize power, and will not hesitate to exploit any weak links in the

government.

Socialist Revolutionaries

Like the Mensheviks, dissent within leftist movements was evident in the Socialist

Revolutionaries. This party, made largely of peasants, was considered “right wing” according to

Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, and were more violent in their tactics. The day of the coup,

Socialist Revolutionaries began to put up signs and posters denouncing the insurrection as a

“crime against the motherland.” Both Socialist Revolutionaries and Mensheviks were greatly

maddened by the takeover, and claimed that the Bolsheviks illegally seized power. Both of these

groups could cause problems with which the new and unstable government will have to deal.

Press Sources

Public opinion can very easily topple a government, as seen in recent months here in

Russia. If newspapers begin to publicize criticism of the government, another coup could

destabilize the current leadership. The control of information and its flow are crucial in a

government built by uprising.

World War One

Despite the extreme turmoil that Russia faced in preceding months, she is still fighting in

the largest military conflict the world had seen at that time. The Central powers are gaining

ground on both fronts and the United States seems more and more ready to join the fight.

Kerensky’s war effort was quite unpopular and if part of the military is distracted in the west,

less of it can be focused on solving internal issues.

Internal Dissent

Although there may have been a unified front observed in the Bolsheviks during the

revolution and its planning, every member of the committee will be trying to gain his/her own

power, and may go about this through morally ambiguous or sketchy tactics, so beware of who
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you trust and whose intentions aren’t where they should be.

People

Meet your fellow committee members. These are the best, brightest, and most powerful

Russian officers, and experts in their fields. Each committee member will be given the powers

granted to them by virtue of their position as well as a portfolio power, which will be explained

below.

Council of People’s Commissars (Sovnarkom)

Vladimir Lenin - the Chairman of the Sovnarkom and leader of the Bolsheviks.7

Nikolai Gorbunov - the Secretary of the Sovnarkom

Leon Trotsky - People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs

Pavel (Pavlo) Dybenko - People’s Commissariat for War and Navy Affairs

Viktor Nogin - People's Commissariat for Trade and Industry

Anatoly Lunacharsky - People's Commissariat for Education and Information

Ivan Teodorovich - People's Commissariat for Food and Agriculture

Alexei Rykov - People's Commissariat for Interior Affairs

Georgy Oppokov - People’s Commissariat for Justice

Alexander Shlyapnikov - People's Commissariat for Labor

Josef Stalin - People's Commissariat for Nationalities

Ivan Skvortsov - People's Commissariat for Finance

7 Lenin will be represented by the Chair and Vice-Chair
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Grigori Sokolnokov - Deputy Commissar of the State Bank of the RSFSR

Soviet Leaders

Mikhail Kalinin - Leninist mayor of Petrograd

Nikolai Bukharin - leader of the Soviet Moscow City Committee

Mikhail Tomsky - Secretary of the All-Union Central Committee on Trade Unions

Lev Kamenev - First Head of State of the RSFSR

Yevgeni Preobrazhensky - President of the Ural Committee

Grigory Zinoviev - Leader of the Communist International

Yakov Sverdlov - Chair of the Central Executive Committee

Grigory Ordzhonikidze - Chairman of the Caucasion Bureau and Commissar of Ukraine

Elena Stasova - Secretary of the Central Committee

Vyacheslav Molotov - Head of Pravda, the influential state run communist newspaper in Moscow

Georgy Pyatakov - Leader of the Kiev Military Revolutionary Committee

All other positions (added after the publication of the Background Guide [21 August] are
members of the Presiding Authority of the All-Russian Congress of Soviets of Workers’ and
Soldiers’ Deputies, the plenary session of which is happening concurrently to committee.

Added Positions (see above):

Jan Antonovich Berzin

Boris Kamkov

Vladimir Antonov-Ovseyenko

Alexandra Kollontai
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Nikolai Krylenko

Matvei Muranov

Viktor Nogin

David Riazanov

Ephraim Sklyansky

Pyotr Stuchka

Questions to Consider

1. How should the new government go about maintaining its power in the RSFSR? What

can it do to prevent more revolutions from happening?

2. What should the government do to prevent insurrection from other political parties?

3. What should the RSFSR’s involvement in the Great War look like now that it is under

new management?

4. What socialist policies should be implemented in the RSFSR and how should they be

enforced?

5. What can your position do to achieve private and public agendas or act on personal

agendas?

Crisis Procedure

This is a crisis committee. What this means is that instead of writing resolutions, you will

be writing directives. There are 2 primary types of directives. Public directives are very similar

to resolutions, and are written by the committee, introduced, debated, and voted on. Unlike

resolutions, public directives do not need preambulatory clauses, and are effectual (the

consequences of the directive will be seen in committee). Here is a link to a sample public

directive.

The second type of directives, private directives, are actions that you as an individual take

to increase power or swing debate in your favor. These may or may not be completed through
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your portfolio power. Your portfolio power is a power given to you by the staff that is unique to

your character and will be sent out during the early parts of the committee session. You can also

take actions outside of your portfolio power, but they should be realistic given your position in

committee (ie: the Minister of Foreign Affairs does not have control over the military). You will

also need to state your intent while submitting these directives. Private directives have two

classifications: overt and covert. Overt directives will mean that the committee knows who is

responsible for the actions and covert directives mean they do not. For instance, “Grapes are

falling from the sky and we don’t know why” is a crisis update formed by a covert directive, and

“The Secretary of Agriculture ordered the drop of grapes from the sky” is a crisis update formed

by an overt directive. Here is a link to a sample private directive.

**Good crisis delegates balance involvement in front room (formal debate, public

directives) and backroom (private directives/portfolio powers) in committee**

Crisis committees run much more quickly than GA or specialized committees. Whereas it

may take a GA committee 6 hours to come up with a solution to a problem, you must act quickly

to respond to crisis updates. These crisis updates can be created by the staff or delegates (through

private directives), and should direct the flow of debate.
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